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The crew agrees it could be either 2. Archer further claims that the whole trial is a sham so Lana
can steal his half of the space ship. When he asks Michael Gray to cross examine Lana, Michael
replies that there is something wrong with his brain and he should plead not guilty by reason of
insanity and also face the fact he is hallucinating him Michael. Archer states he does not want
to be represented by him anymore, and everyone is fine with him not having an imaginary
lawyer. When Archer is about to then question Lana, he quickly pictures real-life Lana in her
regular outfit. He then pictures Michael Gray wearing the same outfit, just to find regular space
Malory standing next to him. He then shortly imagines regular Pam in her regular orange top
and beige skirt and her necklace â€” and Michael Gray wearing the same outfit. He is about to
lose his mind when there is a proximity alert. Everyone is impressed by his skilful artwork, even
though the thinks it may be derivative. The crew realizes they have a boarding party. As they cut
their way through the gates, Cyril wants to abandon ship, but Lana hinders him. Archer,
handcuffed to a hand bar insists they let him go, to which everyone except for Lana agrees.
Archer apologizes for his behaviour and promises Lana can punish him afterwards, but now he
needs to do some swash buckling. As Barry-6 and his space men infiltrate the ship, the crew
grabs all the arms. Archer tells them to lure Barry-6 into the holodeck, as Krieger is trying to
take them out with the centriguns, firing all the ammo in one go, only to see his tactic backfire
no pun intended , as Barry-6 and his space men are actually right behind the centriguns, so not
in the line of fire. Malory turns into her plasma form to lure Barry-6 into the holodeck. One of his
men warns him it may be a ruse, which Barry-6 refuses to believe. Meanwhile the rest of the
crew arrive at the holodeck. Archer turns on the hologram and the room turns into a
Western-style saloon with Michael Gray playing the piano. Malory makes it into the saloon,
having a quick drink as the rest of the crew are hiding behind the bar. Barry-6 proposes Archer
can be the hero in a one-on-one battle. He then activates the self-destruct system, setting the
timer for 2 minutes. As everybody is about to storm off to the escape pod, Barry-6 morphs into
his human form, wearing his red track suit. Everybody else take their regular original
appearance. Archer tells them to get away, but he has to stay there for a while. Lana drags
Malory out, who refuses to leave Archer alone and they run to the escape pod. As the crew flies
off on the escape pod Barry and Archer fight in the saloon. Archer, leaning on the ground is
laughing, stating that they are safe. According to Barry, that is not what Framboise said. Archer
swears he had something for this, but in that moment the space ship explodes. This scene is
followed by a flashback containing many scenes from previous seasons and climax into Archer
awakening from his coma in the hospital. When Malory sees that, she breaks another glass. A
nurse named Gladys comes into the room, also to find Sterling awake. Gladys wants to call a
doctor, but Malory sees no point in calling him on a Sunday at midnight, plus it might upset his
mistress. Archer realizes Malory has her own sofa and bed in his room, because she wanted to
be there when he wakes up. Gladys leaves them alone. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In
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